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Sources : TN Minister for Food and Civil Supplies, R Kamaraj gets infected with

Covid19. He has been admitted in MIOT.

A few questions to @CMOTamilNadu 1/n

1) When he claims that he is providing world class health facility and claims the state has prospered under his rule, why

none of his cabinet colleagues, who were infected with Covid19, for example Minister for Higher Education KP Anbalagan

get admitted into a government 2/n

hospital. Does @CMOTamilNadu’s own cabinet colleagues don’t trust government hospitals ? Or, whatever

@CMOTamilNadu says is a lie ?

2) When his own cabinet colleagues get infected with Covid19, and have the risk of becoming a super-spreader, why is

@CMOTamilNadu 3/n

undertake political campaigns ?

3) Is @CMOTamilNadu aware that Minister Kamaraj, recently participated in the recent function to distribute Pongal gifts

and people jostled to get a selfie with him and he has become a super spreader of Covid 19 now ? 4/n

4) When his own cabinet colleagues who get infected with Covid19, are crorepatis and get treatment in private hospitals,

what would a poor @actorvijay fan most of whom are BPL & their family will do in case they get infected ? 5/n

5) Does TN has adequate infrastructure to handle a second wave ? In case there is a wave & there are deaths, won’t that

lead to large scale violence and physical attack on doctors ?

6) Is it true that, Covid19 tests have been reduced and figures are fudged 6/n

keeping in mind the elections ?

7) TN government, had doled out several promises to govt doctors, who are on Covid19 duty. None of the promises have

been fulfilled, according to government doctors. What will @CMOTamilNadu do, in case if they go on a 7/n
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flash strike ? Thankfully, most of the government doctors are humans and they care for this state, unlike politicians.

Now, read all the above questions together with the move of @CMOTamilNadu to allow 100% occupancy in theaters only

because, @actorvijay movie producer, 8/n

Lalit Kumar @Lalit_SevenScr paid @AIADMK Ministers & @CMOTamilNadu 9/9
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